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Problems with Standard Model
No candidate for Dark Ma.er
Cannot explain the origin of EW symmetry breaking
Cannot explain the ma.er dominance of Universe
Higgs mass correc>on: quadra>c divergence ﬁnetuning problem - mul>verse?
• …
All above indicate New Physics beyond SM
•
•
•
•

New era of par>cle physics has begun!
Can be compared to the discoveries of nucleus
(Ratherford) and electron (J.J. Thomson) opening new
era of par>cle physics

ILC is to lead this new era

E. Rutherford

J. J. Thomson
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l Electron-positron collider
l Ecm = 500 GeV TDR baseline, L = ~1 x 1034 /cm2s
l Polariza>on (e-/e+) = ±0.8/±0.3
l 2x1010 par>cles/bunch, 1312 bunch/train, 5 trains/sec
l Beam size at IP : σy = 5.9nm, σx = 474nm, σz = 300µm
l Average accelera>ng gradient = 31.5 MV/m
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Reaction of Europe
• ‘European Strategy 2013’

(March 22, 2013)

– There is a strong scien>ﬁc case for an electron-positron collider,
complementary to the LHC, that can study the proper>es of the Higgs
boson and other par>cles with unprecedented precision and whose
energy can be upgraded … The ini>a>ve from the Japanese par>cle
physics community to host the ILC in Japan is most welcome, and
European groups are eager to par>cipate. Europe looks forward to a
proposal from Japan to discuss a possible par>cipa>on.
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Letter from Diet Members of Japan to DOE
Federa>on of Diet Members for the ILC
Jan 8, 2014

…
the Japanese government has shown a vital interest in the ILC project …
The ul>mate decision to host the ILC project rests with the Japanese government
and the Diet. Both houses of the Diet are strongly in support of the ILC project …
The most important issue for the realiza>on of the ILC is whether it can become a
truly global project. For this purpose, the Japanese government is currently
gathering informa>on from abroad and is star>ng talks with the United States and
European countries about forming a partnership.
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Reac>on of US: P5 Report
P5: Par>cle Physics Project Priori>za>on Panel (DOE)
23 May 2014

• On the scien>ﬁc case for the ILC
– ‘we emphasize most strongly that the scien>ﬁc jus>ﬁca>on for the
project is compelling’.

• On the US par>cipa>on
– ‘As the physics case is extremely strong, all Scenarios include ILC support at
some level through a decision point within the next 5 years’.
– If extra budget：’Play a world-leading role in the ILC experimental program and
provide cri>cal exper>se and components to the accelerator, should this exci>ng
scien>ﬁc opportunity be realized in Japan.’

P5 chair, Steven Ritz
SCIPP director, UCSC
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Science Council of Japan on ILC
Requested by MEXT; Report submi.ed on Sep 30 2013
(MEXT: Ministry of educa>on, culture, sports, science and technology)

The conclusion of the report included:
•

The Commi.ee suggests that the government of Japan should (1) secure
the budget required for the inves>ga>on of various issues to determine
the possibility of hos>ng the ILC, and (2) conduct intensive studies and
discussions among stakeholders, including authori>es from outside highenergy physics as well as the government bodies involved for the next two
to three years.

•

In parallel, it is necessary to have discussions with the research ins>tutes
and the responsible funding authori>es of key countries and regions
involved outside of Japan, and to obtain clear understanding of the
expected sharing of the ﬁnancial burden.
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MEXT ILC Advisory Panel
• ‘ILC Advisory Panel’ was established under MEXT (May 2014)
• Four working groups under the ILC Advisory Panel
1. Par>cle&Nuclear Physics working group
•

On the ILC physics case with respect to other future projects

2. TDR valida>on working group
•

On the ﬁnancial resources well as maturity of design

3. Human resources working group
•

Will there be enough human resources worldwide (educated)?

4. Governance and management working group

• Interim report: June 2015
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ILC Advisory Panel Interim Report
June 25, 2015

Excerpts
‘The ILC is considered to be important because of its capability to
investigate new physics beyond the Standard Model by exploring new
particles and precisely measuring the Higgs boson and top quark. It should
be also noted that the ILC might be able to discover a new particles which
are difficult to be detected in LHC experiments.’
‘… it is necessary to closely monitor, analyze and examine the development
of LHC experiments’
‘…it is important to have general understanding on the project by the public
and science communities’
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Proposal for ILC250 Higgs Factory
At LCWS2016 Morioka, it was proposed that the first stage at 250 GeV
is defined as a Higgs factory that defines one whole project which
should be justified by its own scientific case.
The idea was discussed and a general agreement was obtained.
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Staging
Up to Dec. 2016 (LCWS Morioka)
500 GeV start sample scenario

Aqer Dec. 2016
Generally agreed by ILC community
To be formalized this fall

ILC250 Higgs Factory
Build the ILC250 Higgs factory as the ﬁrst stage ‘program’

Higgs Coupling Measurements
l κ framework

• Assume the same interac>on as SM. Vary the size of
the coupling constants (‘tradi>onal’ framework).

l EFT (Eﬀec>ve Field Theory) approach
• Assume that devia>ons from SM are small.
• Assume SU(2)XU(1) gauge symmetry of SM.
• Radia>ve correc>ons calculable.

Not in SM
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Notes on κ Framework
•

For κZ and κW , production rates give high precision
Higgsstrahlung

•

W fusion

In general for κX , Γtot is necessary in addition to Br(H→x)
• Γtot = Γ(H→ZZ)/Br(H→ZZ) with Γ(H→ZZ) from κZ
• Γtot = Γ(H→WW)/Br(H→WW) with Γ(H→WW) from κW
• W mode is far more powerful than Z mode
Br(H→WW) ~ 10XBr(H→ZZ)
Requires ~350 GeV Ecm or more
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EFT (Eﬀec>ve Field Theory) Approach

(Before EW symmetry breaking)
•
•
•
•

20-parameter ﬁt (up to dim-6)
Br(H→ZZ, γΖ, µµ)/Br(H→γγ) from HL-LHC included
e+e- → WW included (triple gauge coupling)
SU(2): HZZ and HWW couplings are related (→ Γtot)
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Higgs Coupling Measurement Precisions
EFT approach
ILC250
2000 u-1 (~10 yrs)
Polariza>on:
(-+, +-, ++, --) =
(45%, 45%, 5%, 5%)

When combined with HL-LHC, ILC 250 (2000u-1) is nearly
as eﬀec>ve as ILC500 (4000u-1) is added.
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Model Discrimina/on
• Pick models that are not likely to be discovered at HL-LHC
• Evaluate separa>ons between the models (incl. SM)

Models and devia>ons from SM (%)
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Model Discrimina>on
ILC250

ILC500 (~H20)

Separa>ons among models in ＃sigma
ILC500 (~H20) has be.er separa>ons among models that are beyond HL-LHC.
ILC250 has less sensi>vi>es, but s>ll quite eﬀec>ve in model separa>ons.
(ILC500 takes twice as long running >me)
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Mono photon events (e+e- → χχγ)
Exclusion limits for Λ
EFT approach: Vector-like fermion WIMP

PRL = 40%

PRL = 22.5%

ILC250
X

X

ILC250

PRL: frac>on of data with e-(R) and e+(L)
Λ: energy scale of BSM ( = Mmediator(gf gχ)-1/2 )

K. Fujii et al

ILC250 has sensi>vi>es ~ 2 TeV
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Indirect Probes: ee→bb

Poeschl et al.

Form Factor Study

500 u-1

Substan>al improvements over LEP1
Errors reduced by ~1/2 with 2000 u-1
Study on-going
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Committee on the Physics Significance of
ILC 250 GeV Higgs Factory (JAHEP)
Conclusions (June 2017)
•
•

•

•

ILC250 should run concurrently with HL-LHC to enhance physics outcomes
from LHC.
Given that a new physics scale is yet to be found, ILC250 is expected to
deliver physics outcomes that are nearly comparable to those previously
es>mated for ILC500 in precise examina>ons of the Higgs boson and the
Standard Model.
The ILC250 Higgs factory, together with HL-LHC and SuperKEKB, will play
an indispensable role in the discovery of new phenomena origina>ng from
new physics with the energy scale up to 2–3 TeV and the elucida>on of
the origin of ma.er-an>ma.er asymmetry.
A linear collider has a deﬁnite advantage for energy-upgrade capability.
ILC250 possesses a good poten>al for its upgrades to reach the higher
energy of new physics that the ﬁndings of ILC250 might indicate.
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JAHEP Statement on Staging
July 22, 2017
•

Considering the current LHC outcomes. ILC250 should play an essen>al
role in precision measurement of the Higgs boson and, with HL-LHC and
SuperKEKB, in determining the future path of new physics. Based on
ILC250’s outcomes, a future plan of energy upgrade will be determined so
that the facility can provide the op>mum experimental environment by
considering requirements in par>cle physics and by taking advantage of
the advancement of accelerator technologies. It is expected that ILC will
lead par>cle physics well into the 21st century.

•

To conclude, in light of the recent outcomes of LHC Run 2, JAHEP proposes
to promptly construct ILC as a Higgs factory with the center-of-mass
energy of 250 GeV in Japan.
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Linear Collider Board (LCB)
Conclusions on the 250 GeV ILC as a Higgs Factory proposed
by the Japanese HEP community
8 Nov 2017
…The cost of such a machine is es>mated to be lower by up to 40% compared
to the originally proposed ILC at 500 GeV [3]. …
The accelera>on technology of the ILC is now well established…
One of the unique features of a linear collider is the capability to increase the
opera>ng energy by improving the accelera>on technology and/or extending
the tunnel length. For these reasons, the Linear Collider Board strongly
supports the JAHEP proposal [4] to construct the ILC at 250 GeV in Japan and
encourages the Japanese government to give the proposal serious
considera>on for a >mely decision….
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International Committee for Future
Accelerators (ICFA)
Statement on the ILC Opera>ng at 250 GeV as a Higgs Boson Factory
Nov 2017
…ICFA considers the ILC a key science project complementary to the LHC and
its upgrade.
ICFA welcomes the eﬀorts by the Linear Collider Collabora>on on cost
reduc>ons for the ILC, which indicate that up to 40% cost reduc>on rela>ve
to the 2013 Technical Design Report (500 GeV ILC) is possible for a 250 GeV
collider.
ICFA emphasizes the extendibility of the ILC to higher energies and notes
that there is large discovery poten>al with important addi>onal
measurements accessible at energies beyond 250 GeV. ICFA thus supports
the conclusions of the Linear Collider Board (LCB) in their report presented at
this mee>ng and very strongly encourages Japan to realize the ILC in a >mely
fashion as a Higgs boson factory with a center-of-mass energy of 250 GeV as
an interna>onal project, led by Japanese ini>a>ve.
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MEXT ILC Advisory Panel on ILC250
l Physics case subcommi.ee
• Reac>vated with updated members: Evaluate the scien>ﬁc case for ILC250
• Mtgs: Jan 18, Apr 13

l TDR subcommi.ee
• Reac>vated with updated members: Evaluate the maturity of technical
design and cos>ng of ILC250
• Mtgs: Jan 30, Apr 19

ILC Advisory Panel (parent commi.ee)
• Mtgs: May 31, (July 4)

Then back to the Science Council of Japan ?
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Progress in Europe

Kauﬀman

l LCWS2017 Strassburg
• Remote joint speech by Japanese and
European parliament members

Hirano

Becht

• Japan: Kawamura, Shionoya, Hirano
• Europe: Becht, Kauﬀman

• Started the next step as below

l Federa>on’s visit to France/Germany
• Jan 9-11, 2018
• From Japan: 2 Ex MEXT ministers, MEXT high-level oﬃcers, Industries,
researchers: ~ 20 total
• Established links at 4 levels: parliament, funding agencies, Researchers

l More visits by the Federa>on planned (to Europe and US)
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European Particle Physics Strategy Update
(EPPSU 2020)
EPPSU Secretary:

Halina Abramovicz

l Deﬁnes which projects for Europe to
promote in the ﬁeld of par>cle physics.
l Organized by CERN.
• EPPSU reports to the CERN council

l Last update was in 2013, next is 2020.
l Largely deﬁnes par>cipa>on of each member states (France,
Germany, Italy, etc.) in key projects (including ILC)
l Prepara>ons start this year.
• Establish PPG (Physics Preparatory Group) : produces physics brieﬁng book
• Establish ESG (European Strategy Group) : draqs strategy update
• Deadline of inputs to PPG: Dec 18, 2018.
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Timely Japanese government’s posi>ve ‘expression of interest’ is cri>cal
for ILC to be included in this process (latest by the end of this year)
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Summary
l ILC will lead the new era of par>cle physics opened up by the
discovery of Higgs.
l The discovery of Higgs propelled the ILC, supported also by the
interests of Europe and North Americas.
l Compared to the old ILC500, the new ILC250 accomplishes up to
40% cost reduc>on.
l ILC250 has a strong physics case as a Higgs Factory alone.
l The review by the MEXT ILC Advisory Panel, and possibly by the
Science Council of Japan, will be completed within 2018.
l It is cri>cal that a posi>ve signal from the Japanese government
comes in >me for the ILC to be included in the European Strategy
discussion.
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